Large Print Program

The Rozsa Presents

DANCER

featuring Woodland Sky and Grand Rapids Ballet
7:30 p.m. on September 15-16, 2023 at the Rozsa Center for the Performing Arts

Run Time 120 min, including intermission
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Program
WOODLAND SKY NATIVE AMERICAN DANCE COMPANY

Grand Opening Song

Story of the Duck and Dive

Story of Women’s Fancy/Men’s Fancy

Eagle Dance Story

Shield Dance Story

Jingle Dress Story
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Woodland Story

Hoop Dance Story

Dancers: Lisa Bernel, Brevin Boyd, James Cohen, Alton Jackson, Brian Jackson, Grason Jackson, Michael Laughingfox Charette, Linda Lou, Shane Mitchell, Ronnie Preston, Hunter Reed, Lauren Reed, Michelle Reed, and the Mission Hill Singers

Intermission

GRAND RAPIDS BALLET
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Who Cares? (excerpt)
Choreography: George Balanchine
©The George Balanchine Trust
Music: “The Man I Love” by George Gershwin
Orchestration: Hershy Kay
Staged by Rebecca Metzger
World Premiere, February 5th, 1970, New York City Ballet

Dancers:
Yuka Oba-Muschiana & Josué Justiz
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Elemental Brubeck
Choreography: Lar Lubovitch (2005)
Music: Dave Brubeck*
Restaging: Katarzyna Skarpetowska
Costume Design: Ann Hould-Ward
Lighting Design: Jack Mehler

Elemental Brubeck was created in collaboration between the San Francisco Ballet and the Lar Lubovitch Dance Company.
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*Music for Solo: “Iberia.”
Music for Duo: “Theme from Elementals.”
Music for Combo:
“Elementals”

All music performed by the Dave Brubeck Quartet from “Time Changes”

Dancers:
James Cunningham, Adriana Wagenveld & Nathan Young
Sam Epstein, Julian Gan, Talia Lebowitz, Sarah Marley,
Claudia Rhett, Nigel Tau
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WOODLAND SKY NATIVE AMERICAN DANCE COMPANY AND GRAND RAPIDS BALLET

Finale
Round Dance

View the Digital Program
for more information about this event, the Rozsa, and our supporters!
bit.ly/rozsaprograms

Michigan Technological University is an Equal Opportunity Educational Photos and Recording Prohibited
Institution/Equal Opportunity Employer that provides equal opportunity for all, including protected veterans and individuals with disabilities.

This program/lecture is supported by the NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS, James A. and Margaret C. Black Endowment Fund, and Katherine M. Bosch Foundation.